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Janet and Beth Pasterkamp with Jie Jie and Mei Mei 
 

Jie Jie and Mei Mei Join Our Family 

We have lived in our Englewood neighborhood for 35 years. 

Our neighbors to the north had been rescuing dogs. They 

are people many of you may have known as Mr. and Mrs. 

Claus from the Englewood holiday parades. So, in a way, 

our dogs came from Mr. and Mrs. Claus. Our neighbors 

were called about a shih tzu running around CU Boulder 

campus and agreed to adopt her. Well, it turned out Abby 

wasn’t fixed so their shih tzu, Cheech, met Abby and they 

had a litter of five adorable fluff balls. They were all spoken 

for so my neighbor said we could buy one from the next 

litter. This happened sooner than they had planned because they weren’t able to keep 

the lovers apart.  

This litter had only three pups and we had the runt of the 

litter. When we went to get her, another pup had been 

returned. My neighbor and daughter convinced me that 

dogs are happier with another dog in the house to keep 

them company. The pup that had been returned had been 

named Jigs because the markings on her back looked like  

jigsaw puzzle pieces. One of my daughter’s friends 

speaks Mandarin, so she helped us to give our Asian 

heritage dogs fitting names. “Jigs” became “Jie Jie”, which 

means older sister. We thought it would be easier for Jigs because of the similar sound. 

Our original pup became Mei Mei, which means younger sister. Mei also means 

beautiful! 

Both dogs would visit Someren Glen nursing home weekly. They put smiles on many 

faces. We made holiday themed picture cards to give them. Our elderly aunt who had 

dementia would tell her daughter some people come with dogs. That reminded us what 

is important… dogs! 

Beth joins the Swedish Hospital family of volunteers 

For many years before we got the dogs, Beth Pasterkamp had been volunteering at 

Swedish Hospital. Beth has Down syndrome. In 2007 while at Englewood High School 

she would walk to Swedish Hospital with a paraprofessional and work in the thrift 

store run by the hospital auxiliary and in the cafeteria. Beth continued volunteering in 
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the cafeteria after graduating. One of Beth’s gifts is reading and writing. Beth saw a sign 

in the volunteer office asking for pet partners. Beth wanted to share her dogs with 

patients. DPP connected Beth with a pet partners member and former Special Education 

teacher, Dee, and her wonderful therapy dog, Onyx. Dee put Beth in charge of hand 

sanitizer and trained her on her weekly patient visits. We are so grateful to her and the 

other DPP members who helped us.  

 One of our earliest activities for DPP was to man a table at Petco for 

Helping Heroes Day. We handed out brochures about DPP and 

talked to many people who were interested in being pet partners. 

Beth is crocheting a prayer shawl in the Petco picture, another of her 

ministries. Our dogs went to training classes and puppy playtime at 

Petco. Mei Mei and Jie Jie are registered service animals for Beth and 

worth their weight in gold. Almost every time we visit, someone 

comments on how calm the dog is.  

Beth and Janet join the Swedish Hospital DPP team. 

Beth and Janet took the all-day DPP training at Swedish Hospital and signed up for     

testing. Janet and Mei Mei passed but Beth and Jie Jie did not. Beth and Janet shadowed 

Sylvia and sweet Molly on her Swedish Hospital visits. Molly was small like our dogs 

so we would see small dog visits. Linda shadowed Beth, Janet, and Mei Mei on their 

first visit before approving them for the Swedish Hospital team with Janet as handler. I 

remember telling my dog not to lick the patient and the patient said dog saliva is an 

antibiotic. When we left the room, I said, “I didn’t 

know dog saliva had antibiotic properties.” Linda 

shook her head no and smiled. 

Mei Mie loved lying next to the patients on their 

beds. She would eagerly run into the hospital to 

visit. Jie Jie would look sad at being left home. 

About a year later, Janet passed with Jie Jie as well 

and Jie Jie joined the Swedish Hospital DPP team. 

This worked well as each dog would get bathed once every two weeks. I thought this 

would be much better for the dogs’ health. I asked the vet how often dogs should be 

bathed and he replied, “I never bathe my dogs”. 

At Swedish Hospital, we would visit first in the main lobby. The volunteers at the front 

desk would pet the dog and tell us if there were any visit requests. Lorraine offered to 

make us beautiful calling cards for the dogs. Patients loved getting them. Many patients 
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asked to have their picture taken with the dog to show 

their family. Alda played the piano so beautifully in the 

lobby and Margaret, the manager in the gift shop would 

always talk with Beth about the Rockies or the Broncos. 

Occasionally, hospital visitors would see us in the lobby 

and ask us to visit their people. It was a privilege to visit 

the sickest patients. One time, we asked a family in the 

hall if we could visit their person. First, they said, “No, he’s dying”, but quickly 

changed their minds and said, “What the heck.” Their person’s eyes lit up for a moment 

on seeing the dog. What a blessing to be able to give him that moment. Another time, a 

therapist saw us in the hall and called us in for her patient. It was so rewarding to see 

our little dog motivating the patient to move his hand to pet her.  

Before Beth and I were on the Hospital visiting team, I did not know that there are often 

people in the hospital who have dementia or mental illness and are waiting for 

appropriate placement. Dogs make it easier for people to talk. Sometimes, we would see 

the same person for many weeks and miss them when they moved on. I hope we made 

their lives happier by visiting and brought them comfort. 

Beth is regularly recognized by the food service workers when she visits the hospital, 

sometimes in the cafeteria and sometimes on patient floors. The people of Swedish 

Hospital and Denver Pet Partners are an important and meaningful part of both of our 

lives. I often feel that we get back so much more than we give. 

 

 


